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Abstract. Fuzzy rule interpolation enables making inferences for un-
matched observations given a sparse fuzzy rule base. A sparse rule base
is usually considered as a result of lacking sufficient data or human ex-
pertise to generate rules that cover the entire problem domain. Provided
with a sparse rule base, an interpolating reasoning process will generate a
considerable number of interpolated rules that are used to determine the
outcomes of those input observations which do not match any existing
rule. However, once the results are obtained, all the interpolated rules
that potentially contain meaningful information about the knowledge
space are discarded from the rule base. This decreases the system’s over-
all efficiency since some of the regions covered by interpolated rules can
be reused to match future observations. Thus, a dynamic fuzzy rule pro-
motion method that picks up discarded rules and effectively adds them
to the sparse rule base can improve its overall coverage of the problem
space and inference efficiency. This paper proposes an initial idea to de-
velop a dynamic fuzzy rule interpolation framework through an approach
that combines the popular Transformation-based Fuzzy Rule Interpola-
tion and Harmony Search.

Keywords: Dynamic Interpolation, Fuzzy Rule Interpolation, Harmony
Search, Rule Promotion.

1 Introduction

Fuzzy rule interpolation (FRI) enables approximate reasoning successfully to
perform with a sparse rule base [1–5]. Conventionally, a fuzzy inference proce-
dure will fail to generate a result if an observation has no rule matched to fire.
This is because of the sparse rule base lacking knowledge that covers the entire
problem domain. In dealing with real-world problems, a fuzzy reasoning system
with a fixed rule base may also fail to perform effectively due to an outdated rule
base. Whilst FRI methods can significantly improve the reasoning potential, the
interpolated rules generated by running such a method are discarded once an
interpolated result is found. These interpolated rules potentially contain mean-
ingful information that can expand the knowledge domain of the sparse rule
base. Thus, how to utilise the pool of interpolated rules generated during an
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FRI process has become the key to designing a dynamic fuzzy rule interpola-
tion mechanism [6], enriching the knowledge coverage of the problem domain
concerned.

Most FRI approaches can be sorted into two categories. The first category
focuses on the exploitation of α-cuts, calculating the α-cuts of an interpolated
consequent from observed antecedents and then, using the α-cuts for all α ∈ (0, 1]
to construct the consequent fuzzy set by Resolution Principle [7–9]. The second
is based on the similarity of fuzzy values and analogical reasoning [10–17]. In
this category, an FRI algorithm applies certain similarity principles to create
an intermediate fuzzy rule, followed by different computational manipulations
to derive the conclusion. Particularly, transformation-based FRI (T-FRI)[12, 13]
not only handles multiple fuzzy rules in rule interpolation and extrapolation but
also ensures the uniqueness, convexity, and normality of the interpolated fuzzy
sets. Moreover, it can handle multiple antecedent variables and different shapes
of membership functions. Hence, this paper adopts T-FRI as the underlying
interpolation algorithm to generate the pool of interpolated rules in developing
a dynamic FRI approach.

In dynamic fuzzy reasoning, adaptive rule-based approaches enhanced tradi-
tional fuzzy systems with a dense rule base, including those based on exploiting
optimisation techniques [18–22]. When it comes to sparse rule-based fuzzy sys-
tems, there are insufficient rules to cover the entire problem space; therefore the
existing learning methods that work with a dense rule base can no longer apply.
Recently, seminal investigations have been reported, indicating the effectiveness
of dynamic fuzzy rule interpolation, typically built on pre-specifying the quantity
space of the domain variables as hyper-cubes [6]. They use K-means clustering
and genetic algorithm (GA) to select strong hyper-cubes containing a consid-
erable number of interpolated rules. After that, a new rule is created from the
selected hypercube through a weighting procedure. The resultant dynamic fuzzy
rule interpolation (named D-FRI) approach provides a crucial starting point for
learning from the interpolated rules pool.

In general, learning from a pool of interpolated rules that each involve multi-
ple antecedent variables can be considered as a complex combinatory task that
generally demands optimisation. In the field of systems learning and optimi-
sation, there are many alternative methods to GA. Harmony search (HS) [23]
offers such an algorithm that is capable of determining the optimal value of an
objective function through a stochastic process. In recognition of the potential of
HS in facilitating the finding of solutions for challenging optimisation problems,
it is herein taken to serve as a basis, in conjunction with T-FRI, upon which
to develop a Harmony Search-enabled dynamic FRI (HS-FRI) framework. In
HS-FRI, any novel observation that matches no rules from the sparse rule base
triggers T-FRI to generate interpolated results. Given the artificially produced
rules, termed interpolated rules, which have derived the interpolated results, the
HS algorithm follows to identify the area where the distribution of the interpo-
lated rules is dense. From this, a weighted aggregation is performed on those
closest rules in the proximity of the identified area, with aggregated rules being
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promoted to become part of updated rule base. This process is stopped once the
number of interpolated rules reduces to a certain threshold.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows, Section 2 briefly introduces
the computational mechanism of T-FRI and the Harmony Search algorithm.
Section 3 describes the proposed HS-FRI framework and explains its implemen-
tation. Section 4 provides initial experimental results on a particular dataset.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and outlines the potential improvements
that can be made in the future.

2 Background

This section provides an outline of both T-FRI and HS, including basic concepts,
parameters, and algorithmic steps. For simplicity, this paper uses triangular
membership functions to present fuzzy sets.

2.1 Transformation-Based Fuzzy Rule Interpolation (T-FRI)

Suppose that a sparse rule base R consists of Ri ∈ R fuzzy production rules:

Ri : IF x1 is Ai,1 AND . . . AND xN is Ai,N THEN y is Bi,

where i ∈ {1, · · ·, |R|} with |R| donating the cardinality of the rule base (namely,
the total number of the rules); xj , j ∈ {1, · · ·, N} are the antecedent variables in
the problem domain with N donating the total number of such variables; and
Ai,j represents a fuzzy linguistic term taken by the variable xj in the rule, which
is interpreted as a triangular fuzzy set (a0,j , a1,j , a2,j) (where a0,j and a2,j are
the left and right extremities of the support (with membership values being 0),
and a1 is the normal point (with membership value being 1).). Also, suppose
that an observation O is generally represented by: AO,1, · · ·, AO,j , j ∈ {1, · · ·, N}
where AO,j = (a0, a1, a2) stands for a triangular fuzzy value. The representative
value rep(A) of a triangular fuzzy set A = (a0, a1, a2) can be defined as the mean
of the three characteristic points such that

rep(A) = (a0 + a1 + a2)/3 (1)

Then, T-FRI follows the following steps when an observation is present that
matches no rules in the rule base.

Closest Rules Determination. This is to choose those rules that are nearest
to the unmatched observation for use to perform interpolation. The distance
between Ri and O is calculated by aggregating the component distances between
the two, as below:

d(Ri, O) =

√√√√ N∑
j=1

d2j , dj =
d(Ai,j , Ao,j)

rangexj

(2)
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where d(Ai,j , AO,j) = |rep(Ai,j)− rep(AO,j)| is the distance between two repre-
sentative values in the jth antecedent space, and rangexi

= maxxj - minxj on
the domain of the variable xj .

Intermediate Rule Construction. The normalised displacement factor wi,j

below denotes the weight of the jth antecedent of the ith rule:

ωi,j =
ω†
i,j∑M

i=1 ω
†
i,j

(3)

where M ≥ 2 is the number of selected rules that have least distance measure-
ments to the observation O, and

ω†
i,j =

1

1 + d(AO,j , Ai,j)
(4)

The intermediate fuzzy terms A††
j can then be constructed by the antecedents

of the closest M rules.

A††
j =

M∑
i=1

ωi,jAi,j (5)

The intermediate fuzzy terms are then shifted to A†
j so that they have the same

representative values as those of AO,j :

A†
j = A††

j + δjrangexj (6)

where δj is the bias between AO,j and A†
j on the jth variable domain:

δj =
rep(Ao,j)− rep(Aj

†)

rangexj

(7)

The intermediate consequent B† can then be obtained in a similar way as Eqn.6,
with the aggregated wBi

and δB from corresponding values of A†
j , such that:

ωBi
=

1

N

N∑
j=1

ωi,j , δB =
1

N

N∑
j=1

δj (8)

Scale Transformation. Let ASj = (a††0 , a††1 , a††2 ) denote the fuzzy set generated
by applying the scale transformation on the jth intermediate antecedent value
A†

j = (a†0, a
†
1, a

†
2). Then, given a scale rate sj , ASj becomes:

a††0 =
a†
0(1+2sj+a†

1(1−sj)+a†
2(1−sj)

3

a††1 =
a†
0(1−sj+a†

1(1+2sj)+a†
2(1−sj)

3

a††2 =
a†
0(1−sj+a†

1(1−sj)+a†
2(1+2sj)

3

sj =
a††
2 −a††

0

a†
2−a†

0

(9)
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The scaling factor sB for the related consequent is calculated using the following:

sB =

∑N
j=1 sj

N
(10)

Move Transformation. ASj is then moved by a move rate mj , and the result-
ing scaled and moved fuzzy set resembles the geometric characteristics of the
observed value AO,j : 

mj =
3(a0−a

††)
0

a††
1 −a

††)
0

, a0 ≤ a††0

mj =
3(a0−a

††)
0

a††
1 −a

††)
0

, otherwise
(11)

where a0 is from AO,j = (a0, a1, a2). From this, the move factormB to be applied
for the consequent is calculated as follow:

mB =

∑N
j=1 mj

N
(12)

Interpolated Consequent Calculation. Regarding the principle of analogical
reasoning, the resulting scale parameters sB and move transformation mB are
applied to the consequent of the intermediate rule B†. This leads to the final
interpolated result BO for the given unmatched observation.

2.2 Harmony Search (HS)

As a meta-heuristic algorithm, harmony search is inspired by musicians when
they improvise music, and it has been widely applied to different optimisation
problems (e.g., [24, 25]). As with the notes played in music, HS simulates the
improvisation process; at least two notes are required to be played simultane-
ously (like a harmony), which encodes a set of decision values. By improvising
new notes, if the new harmony is better than the worst, the new one will replace
the worst in the harmony memory. Briefly, the steps of an HS optimising process
can be summarised as follows.

Parameter Initialisation. Table 1 shows the parameters that require ini-
tialisation in order to run HS. After this initialisation, HS is utilised to min-
imise an objective function f(x) subject to the condition that xj ∈ [xjL, xjU ],
(j = 1, 2, · · ·, N), where xjL, xjU are the lower and upper bounds of the possible
values of a certain variable xj , with N being the number of variables concerned.

HS Memory Initialisation. A harmony vector represents a set of possible
variable values, with each element being assigned to a different variable, and
the number of harmony vectors that are stored in HM is dictated by HMS. The
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Parameters Definition

Harmony Memory Size
(HMS)

Number of harmonies stored
in harmony memory (HM)

Harmony Memory Considering Rate
(HMCR)

Rate deciding on whether to create
new harmony based on harmony in HM

Pitch Adjusting Rate
(PAR)

Rate deciding on whether to fine-tune
harmony selected from HM

Bandwidth
(BW)

Range used to fine-tune
selected harmony

Number of Iterations
(NI)

Number of improvisations

Table 1: Parameters in HS algorithm

initial harmony vectors xk=0
i,j (i = 1, 2, · · ·, HMS) are generated by Equation

(13):

x0
i,j = xjL + r × (xjU − xjL) (13)

where r is a random number between [0, 1], and xk
i,j represents the possible value

of the jth variable in the ith harmony vector. Thus, the harmony memory (HM)
can be shown in Equation (14):

HM =


x0
1,1 x0

1,2 · · · x0
1,N

x0
2,1 x0

2,2 · · · x0
2,N

...
...

. . .
...

x0
HMS,1 x0

HMS,2 · · · x0
HMS,N

 (14)

New Harmony Improvisation. In Fig 1, the algorithm shows the process
of improvising new harmonies with defined parameters, where ri are random
numbers between [0, 1].
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Fig. 1: Improvising process [26]

Harmony Vector Update. Once the new harmony vector

xk
new = (xk

new,1, x
k
new,2, · · · , xk

new,N )

leads to a better fitness value than the worse one in the harmony memory, the
new vector xk

new is used to replace the current worse. If the iteration number
Tmax is not reached, the process reiterates, by going back to the beginning of
Algorithm 1, improvising more harmony vectors.

3 Harmony Search-Based Dynamic Fuzzy Rule
Interpolation

This section details the proposed approach that uses HS to support the imple-
mentation of dynamic T-FRI.

Figure 2 shows the structure of HS-FRI. Given an original sparse rule base
R, a new observation firstly triggers the checking of whether there is any rule to
fire from the sparse rule base R. If no rule is matched against the observation,
T-FRI is run to perform the interpolation process, with the resulting interpo-
lated rule RT

i saved into the working pool of all interpolated rules collated so far.
After one batch of observations fills up the pool of interpolated rules, harmony
search is employed to find the most ”filled” area where the density of the inter-
polated rules is the highest, thereby generating the best harmony that locates
the area. Of course, more observations can match rules to generate outcomes in
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that area, contributing to an informative cluster to enable a process of dynamic
rule promotion later.

Fig. 2: HS-FRI framework

During each iteration of harmony search, one best harmony vector xBH =
(x1, x2, · · · , xj , xB) is calculated (see Equation 17), where j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N} with
N being the total number of the antecedent variables and xB is the best harmony
vector for the consequent. The weighted aggregation will be performed based on
the n closest rules regarding the best harmony vector in order to promote a new
rule into the sparse rule base, where n is a pre-defined number. Once a new
rule is unseen from the existing sparse rule base, it is added to the sparse rule
base unless the new rule will cause a conflict in the rule base. Here, a potential
conflicting rule is one whose antecedent attribute values are the same as those
of an existing rule in the rule base but their consequents are different. The rules
that have been used to construct the new rule by weighted aggregation will then
be discarded from the interpolated rule pool. Such a rule promotion process will
reduce the density of the pool of interpolated rules. This is because iteratively,
HS continues to derive a new BH for the remaining high-density area based on
the surviving interpolated rules. To prevent the pool of interpolated rules from
becoming too sparse, which may lead to meaningless weighted aggregation, a
threshold P is set manually as a percentage of the original interpolated pool’s
volume.

As a dynamic FRI approach, this approach intuitively promotes rules since
the high-density area in the pool of FRI rules represents that the unseen observa-
tions are more likely to fall in those areas. Therefore, aggregating the knowledge
from those high-density areas is more valuable. Adding aggregated new rules to
the sparse rule base has a high potential to increase the rule base’s coverage and
result in less FRI operations in the future.
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The distance between two rules d(Rp, Rq) mirrors the way that is defined for
measuring the distance between an observation and a rule, as shown in Equation
15 (which takes the form of averaged Euclidean distance):

d(Rp, Rq) =

√√√√ N∑
j=1

(rep(Ap,j)− rep(Aq,j))2

rangexj

(15)

Best Harmony Generation. The process of harmony search is to tune the
harmony vectors in order to solve a purposefully devised optimisation problem.
To calculate the best harmony xBH=(xHSV1

, xHSV2
, · · · , xHSVj

, xHSVB
) which

defines the most ‘filled’ area, HS-FRI exploits a vector on the domain of each
antecedent. For the present application of HS, within each antecedent domain,
Equation 16 is used as the objective function for HS to optimise:

Minimise

|RT |∑
i=1

√
(xHSV1

− rep(Ai,1))2

rangex1

(16)

where N is the total number of rules in the interpolated pool. By calculating
Equation 16, the best harmony can be identified on each antecedent domain as
illustrated in Figure 3.

Fig. 3: Best harmony location (where points are representative values)

By extension, the objective function to be optimised over the multi-dimensional
value space for all antecedent attributes appearing in the rule space can be de-
fined as Equation 17:

Minimise

|RT |∑
i=1

√√√√ N∑
j=1

(xHSVj
− rep(Ai,j))2

rangexj

+
(xHSVB

− rep(Bi))2

rangexB

(17)

During the optimisation process, in each iteration n rules are selected that
are the closest to the current BH, which are then discarded (once used) from the
pool of interpolated rules. The next iteration of HS will operate on the remaining
pool to find a new BH. Through this optimisation process, when it terminates,
the best harmony can be obtained, such that

xBH = (xHSV1
, xHSV2

, · · · , xHSVj
, xHSVB

)
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Dynamic Rule Promotion. In each iteration, the n selected rules SRi, i ∈
{1, . . . , n} from the previous operation is considered as a group S of potentially
informative rules. From them, a new rule is computed through a weighted rule
aggregation to implement the intended dynamic rule promotion. A matrix wi,j

of a dimension |S| × (N + 1) is applied. It represents the weight of ASRi,j
of an

interpolated rule SRi ∈ S to the jth antecedent A∗
j of R∗.

wi,j =
1

d(ASRi,j , xHSVj ) + 1
, i ∈ {1, . . . , |S|}, j ∈ {1, . . . , N} (18)

and that of BSRi to B∗:

wi,B =
1

d(BSRi
, xHSVB

) + 1
(19)

From this, the normalised weights can be calculated:

w′
i,j =

wi,j∑|S|
i=1 wi,j

(20)

Hence, the promoted new rule R∗ results in, such that

A∗
j =

n∑
i=1

w′
i,jA

′
i,j , j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, B∗ =

n∑
i=1

w′
i,BBSRi (21)

Finally, the promoted rule R∗ is added to the sparse rule base: R = R ∪ {R∗},
and those rules that are used to aggregate the new rule are discarded from the
pool of interpolated rules. The process of finding the best harmony may repeat
and keep aggregating rules to the original rule base until the pool volume drops
below the threshold P .

4 Simulation-based Evaluation

This section discusses the results of an initial experimental investigation of the
proposed HS-FRI.

4.1 Dataset and Experimental Setup

As an initial experiment, the iris dataset [27] is employed in this paper for
evaluation. Due to the limited sample size of the original iris dataset (150 obser-
vations), data simulation is employed to ensure the generality of the proposed
approach. Simulated data is generated by the ’faux’ package [28] in R. Details
of the original and artificially expanded iris datasets are listed in Table 2.

The harmony search algorithm applied in this paper is adapted from PyHar-
monySearch package [29]. The simulated dataset is divided into three groups.
The first group consisting of 70% of the data is used to generate a well-covered
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Original Dataset Simulated Dataset

Number of Antecedents 4 4

Number of Classes 3 3

Size
150

(50 each specie)

1500

(500 each specie)

Table 2: Iris dataset: Original and expanded versions

rule base D. For simplicity, classical data-fitting algorithm [30] is used to im-
plement the rule-generation process. A 50% of the acquired dense rule base D
is randomly discarded to form a sparse rule base R. The remaining two groups
have an equal size of 15%; one is used to generate the pool of interpolated rules
for dynamic promotion where new observation has no rule to fire in the sparse
rule base R. The last group, the test set, is used to evaluate the accuracy of the
interpolated rules, the promoted rules and the dynamically promoted rule base
P.

In the experimental studies, four membership functions are used across all
antecedent domains. Let Np be the size of the pool of interpolated rules. During
the weighted rule aggregation process, n = Np/10 is applied to select n closest
rules to the related best harmony vector. The threshold P = 0.25 is presumed
so that once the remaining size of the interpolated pool drops below 25% of the
original pool size, the rule promotion process will stop.

4.2 Experimental Results

To examine the performance of HS-FRI, 10×10 cross-validation is recorded on
the test set. The results are shown in Table 3. The middle two columns list the
accuracy of HS-FRI (Acc. HS-FRI) and that of T-FRI (Acc. T-FRI) regarding
the test data. The last two columns reflect the proportion of the test data that
match and fire the rules from the sparse rule base (SRB Cover.) and from the
promoted rule base (PRB Cover.), respectively. The first two columns present
the accuracy of SRB and that of PRB. These are calculated regarding the pro-
portion of the test data that cause the rules to be executed from SRB and PRB
respectively (e.g., out of 100 testing data, 44 can match and fire rules directly
from SRB then, the accuracy of those fired rules is measured). The mean and
standard deviation of each column is shown on the bottom of the table. Table 4
shows the details about the interpolated rule pool.

Figure 4 further presents the iterative results of applying HS-FRI, which
shows the number of the promoted rules that gradually fill up the knowledge
space until it covers the original dense rule base, over the process of dynamic
rule promotion. The starting point is the number of rules in the sparse rule base.
When the number increases over the iterations, the promoted rules catch up with
the coverage provided by those 50% rules dropped from the original dense rule
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No. Acc.SRB Acc.PRB Acc.T-FRI Acc.HS-FRI SRB Cover. PRB Cover.

1 0.77 0.73 0.42 0.65 0.44 0.64

2 0.65 0.69 0.61 1.00 0.56 0.62

3 0.99 0.99 0.47 0.56 0.33 0.33

4 0.80 0.80 0.55 0.56 0.41 0.56

5 0.82 0.65 0.33 0.39 0.39 0.63

6 0.87 0.72 0.60 0.39 0.43 0.61

7 0.93 0.93 0.44 1.00 0.65 0.65

8 0.82 0.84 0.33 0.38 0.60 0.68

9 0.90 0.81 0.53 0.59 0.45 0.64

10 0.83 0.82 0.58 0.94 0.41 0.43

AVG 0.84 0.80 0.49 0.65 0.47 0.58

SD 0.09 0.11 0.10 0.25 0.10 0.11

Table 3: Results of 10×10 cross-validation

No.
T-FRI Pool Size

(Non-Unique)
Unique T-FRI Rules T-FRI Rules in SRB T-FRI Rules in ORB

1 127 36 6 4

2 106 25 6 5

3 145 24 5 7

4 137 40 7 9

5 131 28 3 5

6 124 29 4 5

7 97 31 4 5

8 84 22 4 5

9 129 28 2 7

10 135 35 6 5

Table 4: Details of T-FRI Interpolated Pool

base. The results show that the rules promoted by HS-FRI are likely to reflect
the underlying true knowledge in most cases.
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Fig. 4: Iterative HS-FRI results (filling up original rule base overtime)
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According to the experimental results, the proposed HS-FRI method suc-
cessfully extracts valuable knowledge from the interpolated rules and delivers
better accuracy than the conventional T-FRI method. Since the iris dataset is
not complex, even the original sparse rule base can lead to a decent accuracy as
a start point. The promoted rules expand additional coverage for the rule base
with higher accuracy than conventional FRI. It is discovered in these tests that
sometimes promoted rules match rules from the original full rule base, demon-
strating the effectiveness of the proposed approach. However, it is possible to
generate a completely new rule that is not in a sparse rule base or the original
full rule base. As such, exceptional cases may occur (as with test cases 3 and 7),
where the promoted rule does not help increase the coverage of the existing rules.
Nonetheless, in general, adding promoted rules to the sparse rule base increases
the coverage of the promoted rule base without adversely affecting the accuracy
of the original sparse rule base. As an initial attempt to develop a dynamic
FRI method, this result addresses that the rule base will reduce the necessity of
operating FRI for future observations after running the HS-FRI process.

The computational complexity of HS-FRI can be divided into two core parts,
OHS−FRI = OHS+OPromotion. From[31], the time complexity of harmony search
algorithm can be derived as OHS(Tmax×DBS), where Tmax is the total number
of improvisations and DBS is the dimension of the best harmony vector. The

complexity of rule promotion is OPromotion(
|RT |∗DBS

|S| ), where |RT | is the size of

the interpolated rule pool, and |S| is the size of the subgroup rules selected for
rule aggregation.As a result, computational complexity of the proposed approach

is OHS−FRI = OHS(Tmax ×DBS) + OPromotion(
|RT |∗DBS

|S| ).

5 Conclusion

This paper has proposed an initial attempt towards a dynamic FRI framework,
by integrating the harmony search algorithm and T-FRI. It exploits informa-
tion embedded in the interpolated rules, by analysing and aggregating the in-
formation content potentially informative regarding the problem domain. The
approach introduces a new way to identify the ‘filled’ area in the pool of interpo-
lated rules without predefined hyper-cubes. The resulting HS-FRI outperforms
the traditional FRI in terms of accuracy, although this is at the cost of in-
troducing additional computational overheads during the initial learning stage.
However, by promoting rules into the original sparse rule base, the resultant
system will gradually increase efficiency while maintaining a reliable accuracy
without performing as many FRI computations as before.

As the initial attempt to combine HS for the development of dynamic FRI,
this work also raises a few disadvantages. For instance, the current approach
requires a predefined threshold to stop the dynamic promotion process and a
specified number to choose the closest rules for aggregation. Developing a way
to fuse these two parameters in the framework would significantly increase the
automation level of the approach, minimising the reliance upon human inter-
vention. Also, the underlying HS-enabled framework is standing out from the
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particular FRI method that is employed for interpolation. Thus, an investigation
into how different FRI algorithms can be employed and how they may perform
would be very interesting. Last but not least, the present work employs fuzzy
rules that do not differentiate the significance levels of different antecedent at-
tributes. Yet, the most recent developments in FRI literature tend to perform ap-
proximate reasoning involving attribute-weighted rules via exploiting attribute
ranking mechanisms, enabling both inference accuracy and efficiency [32, 33].
The utilisation of harmony search provides a common foundation for attribute
ranking [24, 25] as well as for FRI. An organic integration of these techniques
form a natural next investigation direction.
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